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Abstract 

Most existing verification tools for process algebras allow the correctness of specifications to 
be checked in a fully automatic fashion. These systems have the obvious advantage of being 
easy to use, but unfortunately they also have some drawbacks. In particular, they do not 
always succeed in completing the verification analysis, due to the problem of state explosion, 
and they do not provide any insight into the meaning of the intended specifications. In this 
paper we consider an alternative approach in which both interactive and automatic techniques 
are combined in the hope that the advantages of automation are retained, and that some of 
its disadvantages are overcome. To achieve our goal, we use the interactive theorem prover 
ItOL as a framework for supporting the theory of observational congruence of ccs, and provide 
a set of automatic proof tools, based on the algebraic axiomatization of the language, which 
can be used interactively. To illustrate how interaction and automation can be intermixed, we 
describe two verification strategies which exhibit different degrees of user interaction. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In the past few years, many verification tools based on process algebras (e.g. ccs,  csP, ACP, LOTOS) 
have been proposed for proving properties of concurrent systems. Most of them generate a state 
transition representation of process algebra specifications, and use these to verify equivalences of 
specifications, and to show that specifications satisfy some logical (modal) properties. All these 
systems function fully automatically, and no facility is provided to perform any incremental or 
interactive reasoning. 

Our experience is that it is not always possible to rely on a completely automatic approach 
to verification, even in the simple case of finite processes. Apart from belng necessary to address 
problems which are, in the general case, undecidable, a system which leaves some crucial decisions 
to the user can, for efficiency reasons, also be useful when tackling decidable problems. A totally 
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interactive system, of course, will not be practical, but if an interactive approach can be used in 
conjunction with some automatic tools, then significant benefits can be gained. For example, another 
advantage of interactive reasoning is that it allows for a better understanding of the specifications, 
and of the correctness criteria one is attempting to verify. 

In this paper, we describe ongoing work on an interactive verification environment for ccs  spec- 
ifications [23] based on the HOL theorem prover [15]. We show how the formal theory for a specific 
semantics of ccs ,  namely observational congruence, can be represented in the logic, and how the 
resulting representation can be the basis for higher level verification strategies by mechanized formal 
proof. 

This work integrates, and further develops, two separate approaches in process algebra verifica- 
tion, namely [10, 2], which, although originated in different contexts, were based on the same basic 
ideas. Our approach is to exploit the algebraic nature of the axiomatization of ccs ,  and to allow 
the user to steer and control the verification process. For this we propose that  the system offers 
functionalities to perform proofs automatically, but with the possibility to interact when automation 
is not desirable. Although we only discuss this approach in relation to the theory of observational 
congruence of cos,  it should theoretically provide a natural and flexible way for mechanizing dif- 
ferent process algebras, for supporting alternative semantics of the same algebra, and for soundly 
extending semantic models to provide additional concepts. 

In the following, we first give a brief description of the HOL theorem prover and its logic. Then, 
we introduce the subset of the c c s  language under consideration, and show how the syntaztic 
definitions and axiomatic characterization of the observational semantics of this subset of cos  can 
be incorporated in HOL. Next, we illustrate how reasoning about c c s  specifications can be done 
in the resulting framework, by describing two verification strategies for use with different degrees 
of interaction. We then apply one of these strategies to prove a correctness criteria for a simple 
scheduler, and finally, discuss related work and possible extensions to the described research. 

2 The  H O L  S y s t e m  

Higher order logic is a good formalism for mechanizing other mathematical languages because it is 
both powerful and general enough to allow sound and practical formulations. It has been used to 
express several other logics and process algebras [16, 3], such as Floyd-Hoare logic, temporal and 
modal logics, VDM-style specifications, Dijkstra's weakest preconditions and cse .  

The theorem proving system used in the mechanizations described in [3, 16] is called HOL [15]. 
The HOL system, developed by Gordon, is based directly on the LCF theorem prover [24], and 
the theorem proving methodology supported by HOL is inherited from that originally developed by 
Milner for LCF. Below, we describe briefly the variety of higher order logic supported by HOL and 
the way in which it is manipulated to conduct proofs. 

2 . 1  T h e  H O L  Logic 

The HOL logic is a variety of higher order logic based on Church's formulation of Type Theory [4]. 
In the rlOL logic, one uses standard predicate logic notation: P x to express the proposition that 
x has the property P, R(x,y) to assert that  the relation R holds between x and y, and the log- 
ical connectives for constructing propositions -~, A, V, D and = to express negation, conjunction, 
disjunction, implication and equivalence respectively. The conventional notation of universal and 
existential quantifiers for binding free variables is also used: Vx. P x to express the assertion that P 
holds for every value of x, and 3x. P x to express the assertion that  P holds for at least one value 
of x. Additional notation includes b =~ tl I t2, which is used to represent the conditional 'if b then 
tl else t~'. 
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Higher order logic extends the above predicate calculus notation in the following ways: 

• variables are allowed to range over functions, and the arguments of functions can themselves 
be functions (hence higher order), 

• functions can be written as h-abstractions, 

• terms can be polymorphic, i.e. terms can have variable types (every term in the logic must be 
typed, to avoid Russell's paradox [15]), and 

• Hilbert's choice operator, ~, is included in the logic. 

2 . 2  T h e  H O L  T h e o r e m  P r o v e r  

The logic described above is mechanized using the general purpose programming language ML [7]. 
Terms of the HOL logic are distinguished from other ML expressions by being assigned the ML type 
term. Every HOL expression must be well typed according to the typing rules of the logic before 
being accepted by ML as a value of type term. 

The ML language is used to manipulate HOI, logic terms. In particular, ML is used to prove that 
certain terms are theorems. Theorems proved in the system are distinguished from ordinary terms 
by being assigned another built-in ML type thin. A theorem is represented by a finite set of terms 
called assumptions and a term called a conclusion. Given a set of assumptions F and a conclusion t, 
we write P b- t to represent the corresponding theorem or, if P is empty, ~- t. To introduce values of 
type thin into ML, they must either be postulated as azioms or deduced from existing theorems by 
ML programs called inference rules. 

Certain kinds of axioms are classed as definitions. These are axioms of the form t- c = t where c 
is a constant not previously defined and t is a term containing no free variables. Ideally, all axioms 
should be of this definitional form, since the freedom to postulate arbitrary axioms allows the danger 
of introducing inconsistencies. It is safe to write axioms in this way because they merely define 
abbreviations. Definitions form a conservative extension to the logic, i.e. a sound extension. Other 
kinds of definitions can be made in the logic which also form conservative extensions. These include 
definitions of primitive recursive functions, types, and partially defined constants [2]. To guarantee 
a conservative extension to the logic, the HOL system distinguishes definitions from axioms, and 
before accepting a new definition, the system first checks that (a) the definition being made is of 
one of the forms mentioned above, and (b) the constant being defined has not already been defined 
previously. 

A collection of logical types, type operators, constants, definitions, axioms and theorems is called 
a theory. To make a definition, prove a theorem, or declare a new HOL type, one must first enter a 
theory and, if facts from other theories are to be used, the relevant existing theories must be declared 
as parents. For example, if one is working within a theory thl,  and an object from theory th~ is 
required in thl, then th2 must be declared a parent of thl. If th2 is a parent of thl then all the 
types, constants, definitions, axioms and theorems available in th2 are available in the. Thus, thl is 
said to be a descendant of th2. Theories, therefore, enable a hierarchical organization of facts. A 
library of commonly used theories is available in the rlOL system to enable the reuse of established 
and commonly used theorems. The availability of such a library greatly facilitates the task of 
mechanization and reasoning. 

To prove a theorem in a theory, one must apply a sequence of steps (constituting a proof) to 
either axioms or previously proved theorems by using special ML programs called inference rules. 
These programs check that  the conclusion of a proof follows logically from the hypotheses--in other 
words, that truth is preserved throughout the proof. For example, given two theorems F1 ~- tl  3 t2 
and F2 ~- ta, the inference rule for modus ponens would deduce the theorem F1 U F2 F- t2. The core 
of the tlOL system is made up of a small set of inference rules called primitive inference rules and a 
small number of definitions and axioms from which a~ the standard rules of logic are derived. 
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The form of proof just described is often referred to as fori~ard proof. One starts with a set of 
definitions and theorems and manipulates them using the inference rules until the desired theorem 
to be proved is achieved. The ItOL system supports another way of carrying out a proof called goal 
directed proof or backward proof. The problem with forward proof is that it can often be difficult to 
foresee which definitions and theorems are required to prove the end result, especially if the proof 
is long and complicated. The idea of goal directed proof is to do the proof backwards, i.e. start 
from the desired result (called the goal) and manipulate it until it is reduced to a subgoal which is 
obviously true. ML functions which reduce goals to subgoals are called tactics and were invented by 
Mihaer [24]. 

The last concept we explain is that of term conversions [24]. A conversion in rlOL is a function 
that maps terms t to theorems expressing the equality of that term with some other term, ~- t = u. 
Their importance is two-fold: (1) they form the basis for rewriting in rIoL, and (2) they facilitate the 
implementation of inference rules and tactics. Several conversions, and operators for constructing 
conversions from smaller ones, built into the rIOL system (also mostly inherited from the LCF system), 
played a fundamental role in our mechanization of proof strategies for ccs .  Examples of the use of 
some of these conversions are given in later sections. 

3 M e c h a n i z i n g  C C S  i n  H O L  

In this section, familiarity with some of the concepts behind c c s  is assumed, so only essential 
information is presented. We consider a subset of the c c s  language which does not involve value 
passing; a subset commonly referred to as pure cos  [23]. The language consists of the inactive 
process nil, and the operations on processes for denoting prefix (.), summation (+), parallel (I), 
restriction (\), relabelling ([]), and recursion (rec). 

The concrete syntax for pure cos  is given below: 

E ::= nil I u.E I E + E  I E I E  I E X l  I E[f] I X I recX. E 

where X denotes a process variable (which in practice will be bound in a recursive definition), 
l denotes a visible action called a label, u denotes an action which is either visible (a label) or 
invisible, i.e. the special action r ,  and f denotes a relabelling function on labels. 

Labels consist of names and conames where, for any name a say, a coname is written ~. This 
complement operation on names has the property that 7 = l, and relabelling conames has the 
property that f ( l )  = f( i ) .  

The formal interpretation of each of the above c t s  operators is given via an operational se- 
mantics [23]. In addition, several behavioral semantics have been defined in terms of bisimulation 
relations, such as observational [23], trace and testing [9], or branching bisimulation [13]. Each one 
of these bisimulation relations has an axiomatization which has been proved sound and complete 
for finite cos  and finite state (pure) ccs .  These axiomatizations can be separated into two sets of 
axioms: (1) those common to all equivalences, referred to as basic axioms, and (2) those which 
distinguish the various equivalences, referred to as r-laws. 

By means of the basic axioms, any finite cos  term can be proved equivalent to one containing 
only nil, prefix and summation operators. These basic axioms are shown below: 

AI: E -t- ( F  + G) = (E + F )  + G 
A2: E + F = F + E  
A3: E + E = E 
A4: E + nil = E 
A5: nil [/] = nil 
A6. (E + F) [f] = E [f] + F [f] 
AT: (u. E) [f] -- f(u). E [f] 
A8: nil \ t = nil 
A9: (E + F )  \ l = (E \ l) + ( F  \ l) 
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AIO: 
Al l :  

AI2: 

(u.  E) \ I = u.  (E \ l) if u • (l,1}, nil otherwise 
If E = ~u , .E i  and F = ~':v~.F~ then 

i>0 j>o 
E I f =-~ui.(Ei I F) + ~':~w.(E [ Fj) + ~ {v.(Ei I Fi) I ui = ~ }  

~>_o j>_o 
recX. E = E{recX. E / X }  

where the notation E{rec X. E / X }  denotes the substitution of rec X. E for all free occurrences of X 
in expression E. 

The axioms which distinguish the various equivalences concern the internal action v. In this paper 
we address the theory of observational congruence, so below we only present the Y-laws concerning 
this theory. 

TI:  u . r . E = u . E  
T2: E + r . E = v . E  
T3: u . (E  + r . F ) + u . F = u . ( E  + r . F )  

The theory of observational congruence for finite ccs ,  therefore, is characterized by the ax- 
ioms A1-A11, T1-T3 shown above. 

3 .1  A x i o m a t i z i n g  C C S  i n  H O L  

In HOL, the Ccs syntax presented earlier can be mechanized by defining a concrete data type CCS 
in terms of all its possible constructors. This is done by using a built-in facility for automatically 
defining concrete recursive data  types from their syntactic definition [22]. The input to this definition 
mechanism is the signature grammar of the operators written in terms of existing types and recursive 
calls to the type being defined. The type definition for CCS can be done as follows: 

G'US = hill 
var string l 
prefix action CCS I 
sum CCS CCS I 
restr CCS label I 
relab CCS relabelling I 
par G-~S CCS [ 
rec s t r i n g  (:::CS 

where nil, var, prefix, sum, restr, relab, par and rec are distinct constructors, label and action are 
syntactic types defined as foUows: 

label = coast string { compl label 

action = tau I label label 

and relabelling is an abbreviation for the function type label-~label. 
To avoid using a verbose prefix notation, and to make the mechanized syntax as similar to that 

of the c c s  language as possible, the parsing and pretty-printing facilities in the HOL system are 
extended to accept input, and print output,  almost identically to that  ordinarily associated with 
c o s )  Since the above prefix constructors are therefore only treated internally by the system, we re- 
adopt the standard ¢cs  syntax for the rest of the paper except when presenting an example session 
of using the system in Section 5. 

The definition of the data type (:~S above only defines the syntax of the language, so now the 
next steps should be to mechanize the operational semantics of the ¢cs  constructors, define the 

1Modulo ascii syntax, e.g. ~ is written -a ,  and r is written tau. 
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notion of observational congruence, and derive its axiomatization. There has already been some 
work to show that it is feasible to mechanize process algebra semantics in tIOL and to mechaaically 
prove their axiomatization [2, 3, 17]. Thus, we have decided not to undertake the steps described 
above for the time being, but to proceed directly to assert the axioms for observational congruence 
in the ItOL logic and to concentrate our efforts on practical reasoning tools at the axiomatic level. 
We intend to mechanize the semantics and to derive the axioms used in our current level of reasoning 
later on, to ensure that our mechanization of the ocs  theory is also sound. 

Having defined the appropriate types and syntactic constructors in the ItOL logic, it is, of course, 
straightforward to assert most of the axioms. The only axioms which require some explanation, in 
fact, are the expansion laws for the parallel and recursion operators, A l l  and A12. We first present 
the mechanizations of some of the other axioms to illustrate their similarity to their mathematical 
presentation given earlier, thus demonstrating the suitability of ItOT. for supporting other notations. 

P V P Q R : C U S .  P + ( Q + R ) = ( P + Q ) + R  
t- V P Q : C C S .  P + Q = Q + P  
t- VP:CCS.  P + P = P 
~- VP : CCS. P + nil = P 
b V f  : relabelling, nil [f] = nil 
t- V (P Q: CUS) ( f :  relabelling). (P + Q) [f] = P [f] + Q [f] 

+ v ( P :  cos) (t: lab~0. 
(~'.P) \ l = r . (P  \ l) A 
V h :  tabet. (l~.P) \ l = ((l~ = l) v (h = i)) ~ hill h.(P \ I) 

To mechanize axiom Al l ,  we first need to define the notation used for indexed summation. Given 
an index n:num and a function P : num---~CCS, we define a function SIGMA by primitive recursion 
such that SIGMA n P denotes the summation P(0) + P(1) + . . .  + P(n). 

I- SIGMA 0 P = (P O) 
I- SIGMA ( n + l )  P = ((SIGMA n P) + P (n+l ) )  

We also need to construct the summation of all processes in a set, so we similarly define a function 
SET_SIGMA as follows: 

t- SET-SIGMA 0 = nil 
~- SET.SIGMA ({x} U X) = X + (SET_SIGMA X) 

The axiom for the parallel operator can now be written as follows: 

~- V i j P Q .  
(S~GMA / P)  I (S~GMA j Q) = 
(SIGMA i (An. (ACT (P  n)) .  ((PREF (P n)) I (SIGMA/Q)))) + 
(SIGMA j (An. (ACT (Q n)) .  ((SIGMA i P) 1 (PREF (Q n))))) + 
(SET-SIGMA (TAU_SET i j P Q)) 

where ACT and PREF are the projection functions on prefixed processes used for extracting the action 
and the process, respectively: 

t- VaP.  A C T ( a . P ) = a  
1- Ya P. PREF (a.  P)  = P 

and TAO.SET i j P Q denotes the set of synchronizing processes: 

t- Y i j P Q .  
TAU_SET i j P Q = 
{~ 13nm. (n _< i)^(m < / ) ^  

LABEl_ (ACT (P n)) = (LABEL (ACT (Q m))) A 
x = ~.  ((PREF (P n)) t (PREF (Q m)))}  
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The function LABEL is defined merely to project the label from an action, since it is not well-typed 
to complement an action. 

b V l .  LABEL ( label l )  = l 

The above formalization demonstrates that more work than is originally expected can be involved 
when mechanizing definitions or axioms, because often, axioms written by hand can be packed with 
notation which itself needs to be mechanized. 

The axiom for expanding recursive expressions, A12, is really a meta-axiom in the sense that 
it  is not a single axiom, but a pattern which can be instantiated to any recursive expression to 
generate particular axioms. We mechanize this in HOL by representing the meta-axiom as a term 
conversion, i.e. we write a program REC.EXPAND.CONV which, given a recursive expression as a 
parameter, generates an axiom stating the expansion of the particular recursion. For example, 
REE_EXPAND_CONV "recX. a .  X" generates the axiom 

~- recX. a . X = a . ( r e c X ,  a .X)  

In the following sections we show how the above axiomatization in HOL can be used to reason 
about ccs  specifications. 

4 R e a s o n i n g  about  CCS 

The degree of automation with which one might wish to reason about specifications can vary de- 
pending on the complexity of the specifications, and on the level of confidence one has in their 
correctness. For this reason, we have developed a set of inference rules, tactics and conversions, 
especially to enable reasoning about cc s  expressions by manipulating them according to the ax- 
iomatic properties presented in the previous section. The idea is that these rules, tactics, etc., can 
either be used interactively in a single-step fashion, or they can be composed together to give an 
automatic strategy. 

A wide range of verification strategies can be defined in this way based on the axioms. For 
example, it is possible to implement a strategy that proves the observational congruence of two 
finite processes by reducing them to their normal forms, and then by checking if they are equiva- 
lent, modulo associativity and cormnutativity. In fact, we have already implemented strategies for 
automatically performing some commonly used manipulations, including the one for normal forms. 

In this section we describe the implementation of two strategies. The first one explains how a 
strategy can be defined for using the axioms by adopting selection criteria which depend on the state 
of the proof, and on the state of the term being manipulated. It computes, fully automatically, the 
normal form of a finite ¢cs  term with respect to observational congruence and is, in fact, a ttOL 
implementation of the rewriting strategy defined in [19]. The second strategy, on the other hand, 
is partially interactive; it deals with the expansion laws and shows how it is possible to expand an 
expression, at the same time keeping its size to a minimum. 

4 . 1  N o r m a l  F o r m s  f o r  F i n i t e  C C S  

Before showing the IIOL implementation, we first briefly describe the adopted rewriting strategy 
which, depending on the state of the term, chooses which axiom has to be applied and in which 
direction, until the normal form is reached. The strategy deals with finite cos  terms containing only 
nil, prefix and summation operators. 

Let Robs denote the term rewriting system obtained by simply directing the axioms A3-A4 and 
the r-laws T1-T3 from left to right. Roughly, given a finite summation term, the strategy first 
reduces the input term with respect to Robs (we refer to this process as Robs_Normalization), and 
then identifies and deletes summands which are 'semantically contained' in others with respect to 
observational congruence. To do this, it expands the term using the two r-laws T2 and T3 (the 
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Unfolding step), and at each stage it deletes summands, if any are present, by applying Robs (the 
Reduction step), until no further summands can be deleted. The normal form of the input term is 
then obtained by applying those reductions which are exactly opposite to the previous expansions 
(the Folding step). We can describe this strategy with a regular expression as follows: 

strat = Robs_Normalization; Absorption 

where 

Absorption = (Unfolding; Reduction)*; Folding* 

We do not give details of the mechanization of the strategy in HOL but merely illustrate the imple- 
mentation, as a HOL conversion, of strat shown above. 

let OBS_NF t = 
let t h m  = ROBS.NORM_CONY t 
in 
let t m =  rconcl t h i n  

in 
((REPEATC ((UNF-CONV ORELSEC RED_CONV) 

THENC 
(RED_CONV ORELSEC UNF_CONV))) 

THENC (REPEATC FOLD.CONV)) trn 

where rconcl is a function which returns the right hand side expression of the conclusion of an equality 
theorem, ROBS_NORM_CONY, UNF_CONV, RED_CONY and FOLD_CONV are the conversions related to the 
basic steps of the strategy, and REPEATC, THENC and ORELSEC are built-in conversions with the 
obvious meanings. In the above program, given an input term t, t h i n  is the theorem ~ t = t m  
returned by ROBS_NORM_CONV, where the term t m  is the normal form of t with respect to Robs, and 
is input to the compound conversion which mechanizes the Absorption step. 

4 . 2  A L a z y  E x p a n s i o n  S t r a t e g y  

One of the main problems in the verification of interleaving specifications of concurrent processes is 
state explosion: the number of processes in a system potentially increases exponentially in the num- 
ber of its parallel components. For verification environments based on a finite state representation 
of processes, this can constitute a big limitation because it makes even processes whose structure is 
in principle very simple, unmanageable. As discussed in [18], the state space of a complete system 
often contains a number of computations that are hidden at the global level, and thus irrelevant to 
its external behaviour. Global context conditions do not permit the construction of the minimal pro- 
tess representation by minimizing the single components. Attempts to control state explosion have 
been proposed [18] which are able to reduce the problem by requiring the user to supply additional 
information on the way subsystems interact. 

In our framework, there is a rather natural way to cope with this problem. This is based on the 
fact that single step transformations corresponding to individual axioms can be performed to allow 
the manipulation of intermediate terms. The strategy, in fact, is the one generally used to verify 
a system by hand: to first apply an expansion step, and then to reduce the resulting expression 
as much as possible by using other appropriate axioms. In this way it is possible to eliminate all 
irrelevant components as soon as they are produced. For example, consider the following simple 
term: 

After one expansion step, a new term is obtained composed of four summands. I t  becomes im- 
mediately clear that by using the simplification axioms for restriction, AS-A10, three of the four 
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surmnands are reduced to nil, and these can in turn be eliminated by means of the axiom for delet- 
ing nil summands, A4. The expression is thus reduced to the T prefixed one 

r .  ( (g l .  P1 I P* I P~) \ gl  \ g~) 

where only one parallel composition requires further expansion, instead of the original four. 
In the following section, we show how this simple strategy is used to prove the equivalence between 

a specification and an implementation of a simple scheduler. In the example it is shown that when 
dealing with recursive processes, the expansion step might remain applicable indefiniteb: Thus, 
the issue of controlling the termination of the expansion law has to be considered. An automatic 
solution to this problem is possible only when dealing with finite state processes, and at the expense 
of recording all the intermediate terms computed along the proof. This problem, there~fore, is one 
which will benefit from interactive facilities. 

5 Example:  Verification of  a Simple  Scheduler 

Below we illustrate how the mechanization of cos  described in the preceding sections is used to 
reason about cos  specifications by presenting transcripts of a ttOL session. The example we consider 
is that of a simple scheduler shown in Figure 1 where two processes, a reader and a writer, contest 
via a semaphore to perform their tasks. 

br e_r bw f l w  

J t I 

Figure 1: Implementation of a Scheduler 

One interacts with the ItOL system via the programming language ML. The ML prompt is #, 
so lines beginning with # show text typed by the user, and other lines show the system's response. 
The user's input is always terminated by two successive semi-colons. Terms in the HOL logic are 
distinguished from ML expressions by enclosing them in double quotes. To help readability, the ItOL 
transcripts are edited to show proper logical symbols instead of their ascii representations. 

We begin by entering a theory (call it scheduler) in which we reason about the scheduler, and 
we declare the mechanized theory for COS described earlier (call it ccs) as a parent of this theory. To 
do this we invoke the built-in ML functions ne,_theory and ne,_parent in sequence, both of which 
return the value O of ML type void to indicate success. 

#new_theory 'scheduler';; 
0 : v o i d  

#nev_parent 'ccs~;; 
Theory ccs loaded 

0 : void 

We begin by defining the behaviour of the components of the scheduler. The reader, R, makes 
a request to begin reading. If the request is acknowledged, then the reader performs its reading 
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task, and when finished it signals back to the semaphore. The reader is represented in ccs  by a 
process R say, which recursively performs a request action - ' p ' ,  followed by a begin-read action ' b r ' ,  
an end-read action ' , r '  7 and a terminating signal - ' v ' .  The behaviour of the writer, W, and 
its specification w, are identical, but with writing actions replacing the reading ones. The two 
specifications are defined in ~IOL below by invoking the ML function new_definition. 

#new_definition (oR', "R = rec X. -'p'. 'br'. 'er'. -'v'. X");; 
F R = rec X. -'p'. 'br'. 'er'. -'v'. X 

#new_definition ('W', "W = rec X. -'p'. 'bw'. 'ew'. -'v'. X");; 
W = rec X. -'p'. 'bw'. 'ew'. -'v'. X 

The semaphore scheduler S can be simply specified as a process S which recursivety performs the 
synchronizing actions ' p '  and ' v ' .  

#new_definition (~g', "S = rec X. 'p'. 'v'. X");; 
F- S = rec X. 'p'. 'v'. X 

The three components put together can now be specified by composing the processes in paralle]~ 

and hiding the internally synchronizing actions ' p '  and ' v ' .  

] #new'definiti°n (¢Impl'" ''Impl = (R ' S [ W) \ 'p' \ ' v ' ' ' ) ; ; ~  Impl = (R , S , W) \ 'p' \ 'v' j 

We would now like to prove that this implementation of the scheduler meets the specification 
that expresses the property of recursively engaging in either reading or writing, i.e. that 

Impl = tau.'bw'.'ew'.Impl + tau.'br'.'er'.Impl 

To prove this, we use various conversions implemented in the system for manipulating cc s  speci- 
fications. We begin by expanding the definition for Impl, and then expanding those for R, W and 
S. 

#(REWRITE_CONY Imp1) "Imp1" ; ; 
F- Impl = (R [ S J W) \ 'p''\ /V' 

#(DEPTH_CONV (REWRITES_CONV JR; W; S])) (rconcl it);; 
F (R J S J W) \ ' p '  \ ' v '  -- 

( ( rec  X.- 'p ' .  'br'. ' e r ' . - ' v ' .  X) [ 
(rec X. ' p ' .  ' v ' .  X) [ 
( tee X. - ' p ' .  'bw' .  ' ew ' .  - ' v ' .  X)) \ ' p '  \ ' v '  

In the session above, i t  is a built-in ML variable which is automatically updated by the system 
to refer to the last computed value~ and the function rconcl ,  as explained in Section 4.1, returns 
the right hand side expression of the conclusion of an equality theorem. The conversion functional 
DEPTH_C0NV applies a given conversion to every applicable sub-term of a term. 

The next step in the proof is to expand the each of the recursive expressions once~ by means of the 
conversion REC_EXPAND_CONV described in Section 3.1, and then to repeatedly expand-and-simplify 
the parallel composition expressions as described in the previous sections. These steps each produce 
rather long intermediate theorems, so we do not present them here. In fact we skip the presentation 
of four successive expansions and simplifications of the parallel compositions, done via a conversion 
called NORH_C0NV, to reach the stage when the original recursive expressions are recognized, as shown 
in the session below. 
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I 

( tau.  ( ' b v ' .  ( ' e , ' .  ( tau.  
( ( ( ( - ' p ' .  ' b r ' .  ' e r ' .  - ' v ' .  (rec X. - ' p ' .  

( ( rec  X. ' p ' .  ' v ' .  X) I 
( r ec  X. - ' p ' ,  ' b w ' .  ' e w ' .  - ' v ' .  X))) \ 

( tau.  ( ' b r ' .  ( ' e r ' .  (~au. 
((((rec X. -'p'. 'br'. 'er'. -'v'. X) [ 

((rec X. 'p'. 'v'. X) [ 
(-'p'. 'bw'. 'ew'. -'v'. (rec X. -'p'. 

\ ' p ' )  \ ' v ' ) ) ) ) )  

' b r ' .  ' e r ' .  - ' v ' .  X)) 

' p ' )  \ ' v ' ) ) ) ) )  ÷ 

' b g ' .  ' e ~ ' .  - ' v ' .  X)))) 

Two immediate simplifications can be noted from the expression above. The first involves the elimi- 
nation of redundant ~"s according to the axiom T1. The second simplification is based on recognizing 
that  the remaining p a r c e l  compositions have returned back to their original form, modulo two ex- 
panded recursive components. We can now, therefore, simplify the remaining expression by folding 
back the expanded recursive definitions. Clearly it is essential to recognize this ' loop' in the course 
of the proof since otherwise, one could go on forever expanding recursive expressions and using 
the expansion law for parallel composition. As mentioned in the previous section, it is possible to 
implement strategies for automatically detecting when to stop such expansions for certain classes of 
expressions. In this case, however, we rely on user intervention. 

Below we show the final stages of the proof by combining the steps for eliminating redundant 
r ' s ,  folding back the expanded recursive expressions, and collapsing back the definitions for R, S, W 
and Impl. 

#((DEPTH_CONV TAU_ELIM-CONV) THENC 
# (DEPTH_C0~P/I~EC-FOLD_C0NV) THENC 
# (DEPTH_CONV (REWRITES_CONV [SYM R; SYM S; SYM W; SYM Impl]))) 
#(rconcl i t ) ; ;  

(tau. 'bw ~. 'ew'. tau. 

((((-'p'. 'br'. 'er'. -'v'. (rec X. -'p'. 'br'. 
( ( rec  X. ' p ' .  ' v ' .  X) I 

( r ecX .  - ' p ' .  ' b~ ' .  'ew' .  - ' v ' .  X))) \ ' p ' )  
(tau. 'br'. 'er'. ~au. 

( ( ( ( r e c  X. - 'p ' .  ' b r ' .  ' e r ' .  - ' v ' .  X) [ 
( ( rec  X. ' p ' .  ' v ' .  X) [ 

( - ' p ' .  'bw' .  ' ew' .  - ' v ' .  (rec X. - ' p ' .  'bw' .  
\ , p , )  \ , v , ) )  = 

( tau.  'bw' .  ' ew ' .  Impl) + ( tau.  ' b r ' .  ' e r ' .  Impl) 

' e r ' .  - ' v ' .  X)) [ 

\ ' v ' ) )  + 

' e w ' .  - ' v ' .  X ) ) ) )  

By the law of transitivity, we have proved the intended theorem. Of course, as many of the involved 
proof steps as desired can be combined, as shown above, to control the size of the proof step to be 
undertaken, i.e. to control the extent of automation in the reasoning process. 

6 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

As mentioned in the introduction, several verification systems for process algebras already exist, and 
most of these systems rely on a finite state machine representation of specifications. In this section 
we give a brief overview of some of these systems, and discuss them in relation to our approach. 

Verification systems based on finite state machine representations, e.g. Auto [11], the Concur- 
rency Workbench [6], Aldeharan [12], and Squiggles [1], implement some rather efficient automatic 
algorithms for process algebra verification. They have, however, a few limitations, mostly due to 
the fact that they do not provide sufficient control over the verification process. Their problems 
with state explosion could be significantly reduced if the analysis of the state machines could be 
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controlled because in most cases many states can be pruned, and the state space optimised, to yield 
a manageable system. Of course, a completely automatic approach can only deal with finite state 
processes, and there is no way, in such frameworks, to accommodate the vcrification of infinite state 
processes, even though the theory behind the process algebras supports such reasoning. 

Another drawback for such systems is that they do not, in general, provide good diagnostics to 
help identify errors. The TAV system [14], based directly on the definition of bisimulation, permits 
improved diagnostic features, but at the expense of reduced efficiency. It is, in fact, able to provide 
the user with logic formulae which distinguish between specifications if they are not bisimilar. 

We hope that  the approach we have adopted will help solve some of the problems of fully auto- 
matic systems. Our research stems from two separately developed pieces of work, described in [10] 
and [3]. In [10], a kernel specification system for a subset of cc s  is presented. The system is 
based on the axiomatic presentation of behavioural equivalences, and relies on the use of rewriting 
techniques. The basic idea of the system is to use the term representation and axiomatization of 
c c s  specifications, and to allow the definition of automatic strategies in addition to those already 
built-in, much in the same philosophy to the ideas described in this paper. It was felt, however, 
that a rewriting system alone would be quite restrictive, and that a system with a meta-language 
to facilitate programming additional strategies, as well as provide more general and powerful proof 
techniques, was required. The mechanization of the csP failure-divergence semantics in HOL de- 
scribed in [3], suggested that HOL might be a suitable environment for supporting process algebras 
in the manner we are advocating, so the work described in this paper was intended as a first attempt 
at investigating this. 

Other approaches directly related to ours exist. These include an investigation by Cleaveland 
and Panangaden into mechanizing cos  using the NUPRL logical theory of types [5], a proof tool for 
csP developed using the B-tool [8], an ongoing mechanization of Milner's H-calculus in ttOL being 
undertaken by Gordon and Melham [17], and the development of an axiomatic rewriting tool for 
cos  being undertaken at the University of Sussex [21]. All the above efforts, however, have been 
almost totally investigatory so far, and more research into mechanizing specialised formalisms using 
different embedding logics and proof systems is desired if this approach is to demonstrate it can be 
used in a natural and practical way for verifying process algebra specifications. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented an attempt to use the HOL theorem prover as a verification environ- 
ment for reasoning about c c s  specifications. The purpose of this work has been to provide evidence 
that mathematical proof techniques, based on the axiomatic representation of process algebras, pro- 
vide a promising approach to the mechanical verification of concurrent systems. We believe that 
such a system can be used practically, only if it offers an environment in which reasoning can be 
conducted both automatically and interactively. 

Due to the facilities for modularity in HOL, it is possible to mechanize various behavioural 
semantics, and to derive axiomatizations and proof tools for them. In the paper we have neither 
used, nor mentioned, most of the facilities rIOL provides which we hope to exploit in our forthcoming 
work. Among these, are the type system which we hope will enable the incorporation of data with 
processes, as in value passing, and the facility for performing proofs by induction which will facilitate 
reasoning about indexed proc~ses. 

Future work will mainly be devoted to extend the functionalities of the HOL-CCS environment. 
For example, we hope to provide a program for automatically terminating successive applications 
of the lazy-expansion strategy for parallel composition, and some smart criteria for automatically 
selecting which parallel expression to expand first. In fact, we have already begun to extend the 
strategy for computing the observational normal forms for finite cos  expressions (explained earlier) 
to  deal with expressions with finite state processes, in the way described in [20]. Of course, we also 
intend to step back and mechanize the operational semantics of cos,  define the various notions of 
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equivalence and congruence that exist for cos (including the observational one described in this 
paper), and to mechanically derive the respective axiomatizations from their semantics. 
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